
P = Probability of Accident 

B = Burden of Precautions 

L = Gravity of Loss 

c. = Economically Efficient Outcome: minimum expense for precautions that carries an acceptable
level of risk. 

A logical calculus governs the space of accident. A variable built into the mismatching between
layers––the chemical- biological, the infrastructural-architectural, the legal- financial. An algorithm
set inside a set of brackets to contain spillage. Industry and injury are necessary partners. A laissez-
faire accident can easily be accounted for. Perverse intentionality is more difficult and requires
higher premiums. Terrorism, war and acts of God are in the same category for insurance purposes––
exceptions beyond the scope of probability. Accidents beyond the accidental. 

A functional mismatch, a hiccup in one layer can launch a cascade of events “downstream” like a
slip n’ fall multiplied by medical malpractice and raised to the power of corporate malfeasance. 

The atmosphere––the background of such events––is composed of the sum of its own quantum-
thermal variations. Air in a black box. 
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